Answer the prompts below as best as you can, describing your early experiences with technology, if any. How old were you? What was your earliest memory? Was your experience that technology (or using technology) was easy or difficult? Were you using any tools, or games, or devices?

While there are plenty of baby pictures of me using a computer way before I was supposed to, my earliest memory of using technology was playing Super Mario Bros. 3 on my dad’s old red Gameboy Advance SP. This led to my love of video games and my interest to technology and computing as a whole as this experience was a gateway to those things.

Describe your education or training with technology. In relation to your peers, how well do you think you are trained in using technology? What are your strengths? What are your weaknesses?

When I was younger, my dad used to play around with computers a lot, so I got a lot of my advice from him. Nowadays, I just use the internet to look up anything I do not know. There’s a good amount of tutorials and YouTube videos for just about anything I might not know how to do. If I run into any issues, there is a good chance someone on a forum somewhere has the same issue I might have and another kind soul might have already found the solution. As a result of the plethora of information available on the internet, I’m quite knowledgeable in troubleshooting and friends and family alike have asked me for computer advice from time to time. If I had to name a weakness, I would say that using command shells still confuse me.
Describe your sense of technology today; are your job prospects limited by how much you do or don't know about technology?

I have a pretty good sense in technology today, but usually revolves are more basic stuff. As I stated before, I have trouble with more advanced stuff like using command shells, and for the career field I want to get into, I need to be more knowledgable with that kind of stuff.

Describe your expectations about what technology will be able to do for you, and what you want to be able to do that you are not doing already

As someone that has Type-1 Diabetes, it is important for me that I can monitor certain aspects of my body as accurately as possible. I’m talking about ways for technology to communicate to me that my blood sugar is dropping at an alarming rate, or rising at an alarming rate. Of course, Diabetes technology would not be the only thing I want to see evolve. Every part of the medical industry could always use an upgrade.